
This is the project from 
http://nebomusic.net/processingl
essons/Quick_Start_Processing
_Actor_Class.pdf 

Complete the above link before 
starting these directions.

Step 1: Open Actor Class Project 

http://nebomusic.net/processinglessons/Quick_Start_Processing_Actor_Class.pdf
http://nebomusic.net/processinglessons/Quick_Start_Processing_Actor_Class.pdf
http://nebomusic.net/processinglessons/Quick_Start_Processing_Actor_Class.pdf


Step 2: Create new Tab “BouncingSquare”

Create a new tab and write a new 
Child class called BouncingSquare. 
The code is shown to the right.



Step 3: Create Instance of BouncingSquare 

In the main tab, add an instance of 
BouncingSquare with the code 
indicated by the blue arrows.



Step 4: Save and Run 

Save and Run the code.  You 
should see the Green Triangle and 
the Blue Bouncing Square



Step 5: Click on the Actor Class Tab

We now want to add functionality to 
the Actor class. Our objects have 
the ability to move, bounce, and 
turn. We now want to give the 
ability for our objects to pass off the 
right side of the canvas and 
re-appear on the left. We will code 
this function inside the Actor class. 
Click on the Actor class tab:



Step 6: Scroll Down and Find the Pass Right Function

Scroll down to the bottom of the tab 
and add the outline of the 
passRight() function below the 
drawLine() function:



Step 7: Adding if statement for passRight() function

We want to measure when the x 
position of the Actor is greater than 
the width of the canvas. We do this 
with an ‘if’ statement. Write the 
outline of the ‘if’ statement inside 
the passRight() function:



Step 8: Setting x equal to 0

We now write the action inside the 
‘if’ statement. If the x is greater 
than the width of the canvas, we 
want the x set to 0. Place this code 
inside the ‘if’ statement.



Step 9: Testing passRight() function

We will now test this function with a 
new Child class. Create a new Tab 
called ‘RacingRectangle’ and place 
the following code in the tab:



Step 10: Creating instance of RacingRectangle

Go to the main tab and create an 
instance of RacingRectangle called 
‘myRectangle’ and then call the 
act() function.



Step 11: Save and Run to Test

Save and click the Run Icon. You 
should see the red rectangle 
moving left to right and passing 
through the right part of the screen.


